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Abstract
An S1 embedding of a graph G is an injective map of the ver-
tices of G into S1. This paper considers the meaning of link, n-link
and intrinsically linked for S1 embeddings of graphs. Specifically, we
are concerned with the minor-minimal set of intrinsically S1 3-linked
graphs. This paper presents a list of known elements of that set, along
with methods used to find and verify the list, in hopes of obtaining
the complete minor minimal set. Other aspects of S1 embeddings are
also examined.
1 Introduction
Any two disjoint circles embedded in space form a link. This link is said to
be splittable, or just split, if the circles can be pulled apart without passing
through each other. More precisely, a link L is split if there is an embedding
of a 2-sphere F in R3 − L such that each component of R3 − F contains at
least one component of L. A cycle of a graph is a simple closed path with no
vertices repeated other than the first/last. A spatial embedding of a graph
is linked if there is a pair of cycles that form a non-split link. A graph is
intrinsically linked if every spatial embedding of the graph is linked. Conway
and Gordon [5] and Sachs [12] show that the graph K6 is intrinsically linked.
A graph H is a minor of a graph G if it can be obtained from G by a
finite sequence of edge deletions, edge contractions, and vertex deletions. In
Figure 1 we see a graph G and three possible minors.
A graph G is said to be minor-minimal with respect to a property if
G has that property but no minor of G has that property. (Note that any
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Figure 1: A graph G and three of its minors, H, H ′, and H ′′
supergraph of a graph with a certain linking property will have that same
property.) One can then consider the complete minor-minimal set of graphs
with respect to a property, that is, the set of all graphs with a given property
such that no minor of these graphs has that property. As a consequence
of Robertson and Seymour’s result [10], the complete minor-minimal set of
graphs with a given property is a finite set of graphs. Moreover, if a graph
G has a given property P whenever a minor of G has the property, then the
set of all graphs with property P is completely characterized by containing a
graph in the (finite) complete minor-minimal set as a minor. If the complete
minor-minimal set can be determined, then Robertson and Seymour’s results
[10] further imply that one can detect whether or not a graph has property
P in a polynomial time algorithm. For example, it is shown by Robertson,
Seymour, and Thomas in [11] that the Petersen Family of graphs (those
obtained by a series of 4-Y and Y-4 exchanges on K6) form the complete
minor-minimal set of intrinsically linked graphs.
In this paper we consider not spatial embeddings of graphs but rather S1
embeddings of graphs. An S1 embedding of a graph G is an injective map of
the vertices of G into S1. Each distinct S1 embedding of a graph can be seen
as a permutation of the vertices; the order (mod rotations and reflections) of
the vertices will determine the embedding. Two S1 embeddings of a graph
are equivalent if the order of the vertices is the same in each embedding. To
help in describing the arrangement of vertices in an embedding, a vertex a
is said to neighbor vertex b in an S1 embedding of a graph G if there is a
component of S1 − {a, b} that does not contain any vertices of G. In Figure
2, vertex a neighbors vertices b and h.
We say that two vertices form a 0-sphere in an S1 embedding of a graph
G if they are the endpoints of a simple path in G. In this paper a 0-sphere is
denoted by writing the two vertices of the 0-sphere in set brackets. A path










Figure 2: An S1 embedding of a graph G. The edges are included for conve-
nience and are not part of the S1 embedding.
path in parentheses. We will say that a simple path justifies a 0-sphere if the
endpoints of that path are the vertices that compose the 0-sphere. In Figure
2, the 0-sphere {a, f} is justified by the path (a, c, f). A pair of 0-spheres
is said to be disjoint if there exist disjoint simple paths that justify the two
0-spheres. In Figure 2, 0-spheres {b, f} and {h, e} are disjoint. Although
there may be more than one path that justifies a given 0-sphere, we usually
only consider a particular path unless we indicate otherwise.
Just as a pair of disjoint cycles forms a link in a spatial embedding, a
pair of disjoint 0-spheres forms a link in an S1 embedding. A link {x, y} and
{z, w} is said to be split if x and y lie on the same component of S1−{z, w}.
Thus the link is non-split if x and y lie on different components of S1−{z, w}.
In Figure 2, 0-spheres {a, e} and {g, h} are split linked while 0-spheres {a, e}
and {c, f} are non-split linked. For S1 embeddings, the mod 2 linking number
of two 0-spheres {x, y} and {z, w}, denoted lk2({x, y} , {z, w}), is 0 if and only
if {x, y} and {z, w} are split linked and is 1 if and only if {x, y} and {z, w}
are non-split linked.
Just as some graphs are intrinsically linked in space, some graphs are in-
trinsically S1 linked. A graph is intrinsically S1 linked if every S1 embedding
contains a non-split link. It is shown by Cicotta et al. [4] that the complete
minor-minimal set of intrinsically S1 linked graphs is K4 and K3,2. At this
point, it is worth noting that our definition of 0-sphere is a departure from the
definition given in [4], where they define a 0-sphere to be a pair of vertices
that form the endpoints of an edge rather than the endpoints of a simple
path. Our more flexible definition does not change previous results about
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intrinsically S1 linked graphs (See Theorem 2.1), and it allows us to state
and prove Lemma 5.2, which is an analog of a lemma concerning intrinsically
3-linked graphs in space.
With the complete set of minor-minimal intrinsically S1 linked graphs
known, we can look at other linking properties. One such property is the
S1 3-linking property. A graph is said to be intrinsically n-linked if every
spatial embedding has a non-split link of n components. The spatial analog
of this property has been examined with limited success. In [7], Flapan,
Naimi, and Pommersheim prove that K10 is the smallest complete graph to
be intrinsically 3-linked. In [3], Bowlin and Foisy show that K10 is not minor-
minimal by exhibiting two subgraphs that are intrinsically 3-linked. In [9],
O’Donnol shows that the complete bipartite graph K2n+1,2n+1 is the smallest
bipartite graph that is intrinsically n-linked.
In spite of these successes, the problem of identifying intrinsically n-linked
graphs in space seems difficult. We hope that the analogous problem for S1
embeddings is simpler. To this end, we look at n-links in S1 embeddings of
graphs. An S1 n-link in an S1 embedding of a graph G is a set of n disjoint
0-spheres in the embedding of G (note that the justifying paths are pairwise
disjoint). An n-link in an S1 embedding of a graph G is said to be split if
there are two points, x and y, on the circle such that both components of
S1 − {x, y} contain at least one vertex involved in the n-link and every 0-
sphere in the link lies entirely on one component of S1−{x, y}. Otherwise, we
say that the n-link is non-split. A graph is said to be intrinsically S1 n-linked
if every S1 embedding of the graph contains a non-split n-link. The goal of
our research was to find the complete set of minor-minimal intrinsically S1
3-linked graphs. Although we present graphs that are minor-minimal with
respect to the intrinsic S1 3-linking property, many of our methods can be
used to find graphs that are intrinsically n-linked for n greater than 3.
In this paper, we will begin by discussing two graph operations, vertex
expansion and 4 − Y exchange. Let g be a vertex of G and A the set of
vertices connected to g by an edge. Then a vertex expansion on vertex g
of G is as follows. Vertex g is deleted from G, vertices g′ and g′′ are added
to G, edge eg′,g′′ is added, and an edge is added between each element of A
and either g′ or g′′. Given the graph G in Figure 3(a), Figure 3(b) depicts a
possible vertex expansion on vertex g. Let a, b, and c be vertices of a graph G
such that edges ea,b, ea,c, and eb,c exist. Then a 4−Y exchange on a triangle
abc of graph G is as follows. Vertex v is added to G, edges ea,b, ea,c, and eb,c
are deleted, and edges ea,v, eb,v, and ec,v are added. Given the graph G in
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Figure 3(a), Figure 3(c) depicts the result of4−Y expansion on triangle abc.












Figure 3: A graph G and the results of graph operations
We will show that both vertex expansion and 4− Y exchange preserve
certain S1 linking properties. The Robertson and Seymour result [10] implies
that the complete set of minor minimal intrinsically S1 3-linked graphs, Ω,
is finite. Since vertex expansion preserves intrinsic S1 3-linking, we can say
that a graph is intrinsically S1 3-linked if and only if it contains an element
of the finite set Ω as a minor.
Further, we prove several theorems and lemmata that build up to the
following theorem:
Theorem 1.1. The set of twenty-eight graphs represented in Figures 5 and
6 are minor-minimal with respect to intrinsic S1 3-linking.
Although we do not know if this set of intrinsically S1 3-linked graphs
is complete, we suspect that it is close to being complete. By comparison,
there are thirty-eight minor-minimal non-outer cylindrical graphs [1]. The
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set of non-outer-cylindrical graphs, examined in [1] by Archdeacon et al.,
is an interesting set of graphs. Non-outer-cylindrical graphs are defined as
graphs that cannot be embedded in the plane so that there are at most two
distinct faces whose boundaries together contain all of the vertices. This set
of graphs is of interest to us because the complete minor-minimal set of such
graphs is somewhat similar to the set of intrinsically S1 3-linked graphs we
found. Further, the general method used in [1] influenced our approach to our
problem. Indeed, some of the results in [1] inspired us to prove similar results
for our set of graphs; Theorems 5.6 and 5.7 came about in this manner.
Finally we will discuss two other varieties of S1 linking: intrinsic n-links
in Kn,n and intrinsic pairwise non-split 3-links.
Note that in this paper we will often use “link” and similar terms such
as “3-linked” to mean “non-split link” and so on. Further, in our pictures,
we draw chords in the S1 embeddings to represent edges of the depicted
graph. These are just visual reminders and are not part of the S1 embedding.
Also note that although the proofs of Theorems 4.5, 5.7, 5.8, and 7.5 have
been omitted. They can be found in our appendix [2]. The appendix has
been checked by the authors and the advisor, but it has not been refereed.
Theorem 1.1 has also not been rigorously checked by the referee.
We would like to thank the referee for his/her excellent and thorough
examination of our paper. We would like to thank Drs. Joel Foisy (SUNY
Potsdam), Blaire Madore (SUNY Posdam), and Cristino Tamon (Clarkson
University) for providing excellent research opportunities through the Clark-
son/SUNY Potsdam mathematics Research Experience for Undergraduates.
We would like to extend a special thanks to Dr. Joel Foisy for his invaluable
guidance in our research.
We would like to acknowledge the NSA and NSF for their funding and
support of our program; without them, our collaboration would not have
been possible. This material is based upon work supported by the National
Science Foundation under Grant No. 0353050 and by the National Security
Administration under Grant No. MDA H98230-05-1-0095.
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2 Consistency of 0-Sphere Definitions
In [4], a 0-sphere in an S1 embedding of a graph G was defined to be a pair
of vertices connected by an edge in G. In this paper we have extended the
definition of 0-sphere to include vertices connected not just by edges, but by
simple paths. In order for this new definition to be useful, it is necessary to
ensure that our new definition is consistent with the old one.
Theorem 2.1. A graph G is intrinsically S1 linked under the old definition
if and only if it is intrinsically linked under the new definition.
Proof. First consider a graph G that is intrinsically S1 linked under the old
definition of 0-sphere. In every S1 embedding of such a graph, there is a pair
of 0-spheres {a, b} and {c, d} such that a and b lie on different components of
S1−{c, d}. Under the new definition, a and b still form a 0-sphere since there
is a simple path from a to b, namely the edge connecting them. Similarly,
c and d form a 0−sphere, thus G is intrinsically S1 linked under the new
definition.
Now consider a graph G that is intrinsically S1 linked under the new
definition of 0-sphere. Arbitrarily S1 embed G. Because G is intrinsically
S1 linked, there exist linking 0-spheres {a, b} and {x, y} that are justi-
fied by disjoint simple paths. Let the simple path from a to b be (a =
v0, v1, . . . , vn−1, vn = b). Let the simple path from x to y be (x = w0, w1, . . . ,
wm−1, wm = y). Because {a, b} and {x, y} form a non-split link, x and y lie
in different components of S1 − {a, b}.
In order to prove the desired result, we will first introduce a claim: there
exists some wk and wk+1 such that the two lie on different components of
S1 − {a, b}. Because the paths from x to y and from a to b are disjoint,
wi 6= a and wi 6= b for all i. Thus any two wi and wi+1 either lie on the same
or different components of S1 − {a, b}. Suppose that wi and wi+1 lie on the
same component of S1 − {a, b} for all i, without loss of generality, say the
component that contains x. Simple inductive logic shows that wi lies on the
same component of S1 − {a, b} as x for all i. However, this contradicts the
fact that x and y lie on different components of S1 − {a, b}.
Now, applying this claim, we find some wk and wk+1 such that the two
lie on different components of S1−{a, b}. Similarly, we find some vl and vl+1
such that the two lie on different components of S1 − {wk, wk+1}. Because
vl and vl+1 are joined by an edge and wk and wk+1 are joined by an edge,
{vl, vl+1} and {wk, wk+1} form a non-split link under the old definition.
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3 Vertex Expansion Preserves S1 Linking Prop-
erties
In [4], Cicotta et al. prove that vertex expansion preserves the intrinsic
S1 linking property. Here we generalize their proof using our definition of
0-sphere to all of the intrinsic S1 n-linking properties.
Theorem 3.1. The operation vertex expansion preserves the intrinsic S1
n-linking property (for n ≥ 2).
Proof. Let G be a graph with the intrinsic S1 n-linking property, and let G′
be the graph obtained by expanding the vertex v of G into vertices v1 and v2.
Consider an arbitrary S1 embedding of G′. We will show that there exists a
n-link in this embedding.
Obtain an S1 embedding of G from this S1 embedding of G′ by deleting
vertex v2, relabeling v1 as v, and creating an edge to v from each vertex y
such that y was adjacent to v2 in G
′. This results in a vertex contraction
of v1 and v2 to v. We now have an S
1 embedding of G, and it must thus
contain a n-link.
Case 1: Suppose that v is not involved in the n-link. Then the same
non-split n-link exists in our original S1 embedding of G′.
Case 2: Suppose {w, v} is a 0-sphere involved in the link. Let (w, w1, . . . ,
wn, v) be the path that justifies {w, v}. So (w, w1, . . . , wn, v) is disjoint from
the paths justifying the other 0-spheres. Expand vertex v to obtain the orig-
inal S1 embedding of G′. Vertex wn is adjacent to either v1 or v2 in G
′. If wn
is adjacent to v1, then (w, w1, . . . , wn, v1) justifies the 0-sphere {w, v1}. As
v1 does not move when we expand from G to G
′, {w, v1} will replace {w, v}
as part of the n-link. If wn is adjacent to v2, (w, w1, . . . , wn, v2, v1) justifies
the 0-sphere {w, v1}. As (w, w1, . . . , wn, v) was disjoint from the paths justi-
fying the other 0-spheres and as v2 was not part of the S
1 embedding of G,
(w,w1, . . . , wn, v2, v1) is disjoint from the paths justifying the other 0-spheres.
Again, {w, v1} replaces {w, v} as part of the n-link. In either case, there is
an n-link in the S1 embedding of G′.
Case 3: Suppose that {w1, wn}, justified by the path (w1, . . . , wi, v, wi+1,
. . . , wn), is a 0-sphere of the n-link. Expand vertex v to obtain the original
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S1 embedding of G′. There are four possibilities: either v1 is adjacent to both
wi and wi+1, v1 is adjacent to wi and v2 is adjacent to wi+1, v1 is adjacent to
wi+1 and v2 is adjacent to wi, or v2 is adjacent to both wi and wi+1. In any
of these cases, there is a path from wi to wi+1 using at most vertices v1 and
v2. As v2 did not exist in the S
1 embedding of G, this path remains disjoint
from the the paths justifying the other 0-spheres of the n-link. So {w1, wn}
completes the n-link in the S1 embedding of G′.
In each case, there exists a n-link in the S1 embedding of G′. As this
S1 embedding of G′ was arbitrary, there is a n-link in every S1 embedding.
Thus, the operation vertex expansion preserves the intrinsic S1 n-linking
property.
Any linking property is certainly preserved under vertex and edge ad-
dition. Because the intrinsic S1 n-linking property is also preserved under
vertex expansion, a graph G is intrinsically S1 n-linked if and only if G
contains a minor-minimal intrinsically S1 n-linked graph as a minor.
4 4−Y Exchange Preserves S1 Linking Prop-
erties
The operation 4− Y exchange is very important in our research. Because,
as we will prove, 4 − Y exchange preserves intrinsic S1 3-linking, we can
construct families of graphs that are related by 4− Y exchange. If the first
graph (the one on which 4− Y exchange is first performed) is intrinsically
S1 3-linked, then the entire family is as well. Here, we prove the more general
result that 4− Y exchange preserves intrinsic S1 n-linking. Note that the
reverse operation, Y − 4 exchange, does not necessarily preserve intrinsic
S1 n-linking because a vertex is deleted from the graph. For example, the
graph K3,3 has the intrinsic S
1 3-linking property, but the graph obtained by
a single Y-Triangle exchange, K5 − e, does not have the property.
Theorem 4.1. The operation 4 − Y exchange preserves intrinsic S1 n-
linking (for n ≥ 2).
Proof. Let G be a graph that is intrinsically S1 n-linked and contains at least
one 3-cycle. Denote the vertices of some 3-cycle as a, b, and c. Let G′ be a
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graph obtained from G by a 4 − Y exchange on triangle abc. Denote the
new vertex as v. We will show that G′ is intrinsically S1 3-linked.
Consider an arbitrary S1 embedding of G′. Consider the associated S1
embedding of G that results from deleting vertex v (and consequently edges
ea,v, eb,v, and ec,v) and creating edges ea,b,eb,c, and ea,c. As G is intrinsically
S1 n-linked, there exists a n-link in this S1 embedding of G.
Case 1: Suppose that none of the paths justifying the 0-spheres of the
n-link rely on the existence of any of the edges ea,b,eb,c, or ea,c. Return to the
S1 embedding of G′ obtained by reinstating vertex v and edges ea,v, eb,v, ec,v
and deleting edges ea,b,eb,c, and ea,c. As none of the paths rely on any of the
changed edges the n-link is unchanged by the operation. Thus there is an
n-link in the S1 embedding of G′.
Case 2: Suppose that one of the paths justifying the 0-spheres of the
n-link relies on the existence of ea,b,eb,c, or ea,c. Note that, as the paths are
disjoint, at most one of these paths can rely on ea,b,eb,c, or ea,c. Thus no
other path will be affected by the 4 − Y exchange. Also, as ea,b,eb,c, and
ea,c form a 3-cycle, this path need not rely on more than one of the three
edges. So, without loss of generality, suppose that this path relies on edge
ea,b. Return to the S
1 embedding of G′ obtained by reinstating vertex v and
edges ea,v, eb,v, ec,v and deleting edges ea,b,eb,c, and ea,c. The path from the
S1 embedding of G does not exist in this S1 embedding of G′, but there is
a new path that justifies the same 0-sphere. It is formed by replacing a, b in
the sequence of vertices of the original path by a, v, b. This new path remains
disjoint from the paths that justify the other 0-spheres. Thus, the 0-sphere
justified by this new path completes the n-link in the S1 embedding of G′
In both cases there exists a n-link in the S1 embedding of G′. As the
embedding of G′ was arbitrary, there exists a n-link in every S1 embedding
of G′. Thus, as abc was an arbitrary 3-cycle, the operation 4− Y exchange
preserves intrinsic S1 n-linking.
It would be convenient if4−Y exchange also preserved minor-minimality
with respect to intrinsic S1 linking properties. However, this is not the case.
(Consider the T7 from Figure 6. It is minor-minimal with respect to the
intrinsic S1 3-linking property. A 4−Y exchange on the bottom left triangle
results in a supergraph of K3,3. Since K3,3 is minor-minimal, this new graph
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is not.) However, the reverse operation, Y − 4 exchange, does preserve
minor-minimality under certain conditions.
Theorem 4.2. Let Q be a property of a graph that is preserved under 4−Y
exchange. Let G be a graph that contains at least one degree three vertex and
has property Q. Let G′ be a graph obtained from G by a Y −4 exchange. If
G is minor-minimal with respect to Q and if G′ has property Q, then G′ is
also minor-minimal with respect to Q.
Proof. Suppose G as defined is minor-minimal with respect to property Q
and that G′ has property Q. Suppose, for the sake of contradiction, that G′
is not minor-minimal with respect to property Q. Then there exists a graph
H ′, which is a minor of G′ and has property Q.
Case 1: Suppose that the triangle created in G′ by a Y − 4 exchange
of G is present in H ′. Consider the graph H obtained from H ′ by 4 − Y
exchange. As property Q is preserved under 4− Y exchange and as H ′ has
property Q, H also has property Q. However, H is a minor of G. As G
is minor-minimal with respect to Q, H cannot have property Q. This is a
contradiction.
Case 2: Suppose that H ′ is obtained from G′ in such a way that the
triangle created in G′ by a Y −4 exchange of G is not wholly present in H ′.
Denote the vertices of the triangle as a, b, and c. Denote the final vertex of
the Y in G as v. We prove the following claim:
Claim: If H ′ is derived from G′ in a way that affects triangle abc, then
H ′ is a minor of G.
Case a) Suppose H ′ is derived from G′ by deleting an edge from triangle
abc. Suppose, without loss of generality, that edge ea,b is deleted. Then
H ′ = G′ − ea,b, which is a contraction of edge ev,c in G.
Case b) Suppose H ′ is derived from G′ by deleting a vertex from triangle
abc. Suppose, without loss of generality, that vertex a is deleted. This graph
is a minor of G′ − ea,b (see case 2a).
Case c) Suppose H ′ is derived from G′ by contracting an edge of triangle
abc. Suppose, without loss of generality, that edge ea,b is contracted. Then
H ′ is the same as G with edges ea,v and eb,v contracted.
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It follows that if H ′ is derived from G′ in any way that affects triangle
abc, then H ′ is a minor of G.
Now, the supposition of this case is that H ′ is obtained from G′ in such a
way that the triangle created in G′ by a Y −4 exchange of G is not wholly
present in H ′. Thus, by the claim, H ′ is a minor of G. However, as G is
minor-minimal with respect to Q, H ′ cannot have property Q. This is a
contradiction.
In both case we have reached a contradiction. Thus, G′ is minor-minimal
with respect to Q.
This result is interesting in that Q is not necessarily constrained to S1
properties nor even to linking properties. This theorem is valid for any
property preserved by 4−Y exchange. Further, before this result, proofs of
minor-minimality could only be performed by tedious case checking. Now, if
the last graph of a graph family (the graph on which 4−Y exchange can no
longer be performed) is proved to be minor-minimal with respect to Q, all
preceding graphs in that family are also minor-minimal with respect to Q.
5 Preliminary Theorems
During the course of our research, we proved and then used various theorems
and lemmata. Lemma 5.2 uses Lemma 5.1 to prove a useful S1 analog of
a linking lemma in S3, which may be found in [7]. Given two links and a
set of conditions, it is possible to determine the existence of a 3-link without
specifically knowing how the three link occurs. This lemma was useful in
proving that certain graphs had the intrinsic S1 3-linking property. Later in
the paper, we will use this theorem to prove a result about graphs with a
cut vertex. It should be noted that this lemma would not hold under the old
definition of 0-sphere (see Section 2).
Lemma 5.1. Given 0-spheres {a, b} , {c, d} , {c, e} , and {d, e} in an S1 em-
bedding of graph G with {a, b} disjoint from each of {c, d}, {c, e}, and {d, e},
lk2({a, b} , {c, e}) =mod 2 lk2({a, b} , {c, d}) + lk2({a, b} , {d, e}).
Proof. Consider an S1 embedding of G with the given 0-spheres {a, b} , {c, d} ,
{c, e} , and {d, e}. Observe that any 0-sphere disjoint from {c, d} , {d, e} ,
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and {c, e}, e.g. {a, b}, that forms a non-split link with at least one of
{c, d} , {d, e} , and {c, e} will form a non-split link with two and only two
of {c, d} , {d, e} , and {c, e}. The lemma follows.
Lemma 5.2. Consider an S1 embedding of a graph G with 0-spheres {x, y},
{x, z}, {s, t}, and {p, q}, such that {s, t} , {x, y}, and {p, q} are pairwise
disjoint, {s, t} , {x, z}, and {p, q} are pairwise disjoint, and {x, y} and {x, z}
intersect at vertex x. If lk2({s, t} , {x, y}) = 1 and lk2({p, q} , {x, z}) = 1,
then one of the following is an S1 3-link:
1. {s, t} , {x, y} , {p, q}
2. {s, t} , {x, z} , {p, q}







Figure 4: An S1 embedding illustrating Lemma 5.2
Proof. (Of Lemma 5.2) Consider an S1 embedding of a graph G with 0-
spheres {x, y}, {x, z}, {s, t}, and {p, q}, such that {s, t} , {x, y}, and {p, q}
are mutually disjoint, {s, t} , {x, z}, and {p, q} are mutually disjoint, and
{x, y} and {x, z} intersect at vertex x. Assume lk2({s, t} , {x, y}) = 1, and
lk2({p, q} , {x, z}) = 1.
Suppose that both {s, t} , {x, y} , {p, q} and {s, t} , {x, z} , {p, q} do not
form 3-links as in Figure 4. Then, lk2({x, y} , {p, q}) = 0 and lk2({s, t} , {x, z})
= 0. By Lemma 5.1, lk2({s, t} , {y, z}) = lk2({s, t} , {x, y})+lk2({s, t} , {x, z})
∼= (1 + 0)mod 2 ∼= 1mod 2 ∼= 1. Also, by Lemma 5.1, lk2({p, q} , {y, z}) =
lk2({p, q} , {x, y}) + lk2({p, q} , {x, z}) ∼= (0 + 1)mod 2 ∼= 1mod 2 ∼= 1. Thus
{s, t} , {y, z}, and {p, q} form a 3-link. Hence the result.
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When looking for graphs that are intrinsically S1 3-linked, it is helpful
to be able to quickly identify graphs that are not S1 3-linked. In essence,
determining that a graph is not intrinsically S1 3-linked relies on finding
an S1 embedding in which a 3-link is not present. The following theorem
uses properties of certain kinds of graphs to demonstrate the existence of S1
3-linkless embeddings.
Theorem 5.3. Let G′ be a graph that is not intrinsically S1 3-linked and G′′
be a graph that is not intrinsically S1 linked. Let G be the graph formed by
pasting G′ and G′′ at a vertex v. Then G is not intrinsically S1 3-linked.
Proof. It will suffice to produce an S1 embedding of G without a 3-link. Begin
with a S1 3-linkless embedding of G′. Let one of the vertices neighboring v
be called x. Now embed G′′ in a different component of S1−{v, x} than the
other vertices of G′−{v, x} and in such a way that the S1 embedding of G′′
is linkless. This is an S1 embedding of G. It only remains to be shown that
the S1 embedding is 3-linkless; that is, every set of three disjoint 0-spheres
forms a split 3-link.
Consider an arbitrary set of three disjoint 0-spheres in this S1 embedding.
If all three are contained entirely in G′, then they do not form a 3-link because
the S1 embedding of G′ is 3-linkless. If two 0-spheres are contained in G′
and one is contained in G′′, or one 0-sphere is contained in G′ and two are
contained in G′′, then they do not form a 3-link because every link containing
a 0-sphere in each of G′ and G′′ is split. Finally, if all three 0-spheres are
contained in G′′, then there is no 3-link because this S1 embedding of G′′ is
linkless.
Thus, consider the case that one of the 0-spheres contains vertices in both
G′ − {v} and G′′ − {v}. Because of disjointness, at most one of the three
0-spheres can contain vertices in both G′ − {v} and G′′ − {v}. Denote this
0-sphere {v1, vn} and the path justifying it (v1, . . . , vi, v, vi+1, . . . , vn) where
{v1, . . . , v} ∈ G′ and {v, . . . , vn} ∈ G′′. There are two subcases.
First consider the case in which at least one of the other two 0-spheres lies
entirely in G′′. That 0-sphere forms split links with both {v1, v} (because
each link containing a 0-sphere in each of G′ and G′′ is split) and {v, vn}
(because G′′ is linkless). Thus, it forms a split link with {v1, vn}. Similarly,
that 0-sphere also forms a split link with the remaining 0-sphere. Therefore,
the link formed by these three 0-spheres is a split 3-link.
Now consider the case in which the remaining two 0-spheres lie in G′.
These 0-spheres do not form a 3-link with {v1, v} because this S1 embedding
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of G′ is 3-linkless. Further, {v, vn} does not form a link with either 0-sphere.
Therefore, there is no 3-link.
Another similar theorem follows. The proof is omitted due to its similarity
with the proof of Theorem 5.3.
Theorem 5.4. Let G′ be a graph that is not intrinsically S1 3-linked and
G′′ be a graph that is not intrinsically S1 linked. Let G be the graph formed
by pasting G′ and G′′ along a single edge ea,b, where the edge ea,b is in G
′
and G′′. If there exists a 3-linkless S1 embedding of G′ and a linkless S1
embedding of G′′ such that a and b are neighbors in both embeddings, then G
is not intrinsically S1 3-linked.
Here we present several other theorems that we proved in the course of
our research and were helpful in pursuing our results. We have omitted the
proofs of Theorem 5.7 and Theorem 5.8 because they are overly technical
and do not provide insight into this problem.
Theorem 5.5. If a graph G is intrinsically S1 3-linked and v and w are any
two vertices in G, then G − {v, w} contains a cycle or a vertex of degree at
least three.
Proof. We will prove the contrapositive. Consider a graph G as defined
above. Suppose G − {v, w} does not contain a cycle or a vertex of degree
3 or greater. Then G − {v, w} can be embedded (the entire graph!) in R1.
As G − {v, w} can be embedded in R1, it can be embedded into S1 in such
a way that any vertex is adjacent only to vertices that it neighbors. (Note
that neighboring does not imply adjacency.) Also, as there is no cycle in
G − {v, w}, there exist neighboring vertices a and b such that a and b are
not adjacent. Place the vertices v and w into the associated S1 embedding
of G− {v, w} as neighbors such that v neighbors a and w, and w neighbors
v and b. Any set of three disjoint 0-spheres contains a 0-sphere without v or
w in its associated path. Call it {p, q}. Because each vertex in the justifying
path (p, . . . , q) is only adjacent to its neighbors, there is a component of
S1 − {p, q} that contains only vertices in the justifying path of {p, q}, and
therefore cannot be involved in a non-split link. Thus, in this embedding,
any set of three disjoint 0-spheres forms a split link. Therefore, G is not
intrinsically S1 3-linked. Hence, the result by contrapositive.
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Theorem 5.6. Let G be a minor-minimal graph with the intrinsic S1 3-
linking property. Then G does not contain a 3-cycle with one of the vertices
of the 3-cycle of degree 2.
Proof. Suppose that G contains a 3-cycle with degree 2 vertex. Let c be one
such degree 2 vertex, and let a and b be the other two vertices that form the
3-cycle. Consider an arbitrary S1 embedding of G. In this embedding, edge
ea,b is part of a path justifying a component of a 3-link or it is not. If it is
not, then the deletion of edge ea,b from G will not affect the 3-link. Then
suppose edge ea,b is part of a path (x, . . . , a, b, . . . , y) justifying a component
of a 3-link, {x, y}. Note that the edges ea,c and eb,c are not disjoint from
this path and thus cannot be part of paths justifying any other component
of the 3-link. Hence, vertex c is not part of any path justifying a component
of the 3-link. Delete edge ea,b from G and consider the S
1 embedding of this
new graph with the same ordering of vertices. Justify the 0-sphere {x, y} in
this new graph by the path (x, . . . , a, c, b, . . . , y). The 3-link is unchanged.
Thus, any S1 embedding of G with edge ea,b deleted has a 3-link. This is a
contradiction as G is minor-minimal with respect to the intrinsic S1 3-linking
property. Thus no minor-minimal intrinsically S1 3-linked graph contains a
3-cycle with a degree 2 vertex.
Theorem 5.7. There are no minor-minimal intrinsically S1 3-linked graphs
with a degree two vertex adjacent to two degree two vertices.
Theorem 5.8. No planar graph with six vertices is intrinsically S1 3-linked.
The proof for Theorem 5.8 is a demonstration that every minor of K6 is
either non-planar or S1 3-linkless.
6 The Graphs
Here we present the graphs that we have shown, using the results of sections
5 and 7, to be minor minimal with respect to intrinsic S1 3-linking (Theorem
1.1). Note that in Figures 5 and 6 the arrows represent 4− Y exchange.
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Graphs with a cut vertex
R Family of GraphsB Family of Graphs













Figure 5: Minor-minimal intrinsically S1 3-linked graphs
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Figure 6: Minor-minimal intrinsically S1 3-linked graphs, continued
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7 Selected Proofs
Although we have rigorously shown that each of the listed graphs is minor
minimal intrinsically S1 3-linked, we do not present every proof here. Many
of the proofs are a result of tedious case checking, which is not insightful.
We will, however, include the proof that the graph R7 is intrinsically S
1 3-
linked as a short example of such a proof. We also will show that the graphs
α, β, γ, δ, ε, and θ are intrinsically S1 3-linked, and that they are the only
minor minimal intrinsically S1 3-linked graphs with a cut vertex.
Refer to Figure 7 for the labeling of the vertices used in the proof that








Figure 7: The graph R7
Theorem 7.1. The graph R7 is intrinsically S
1 3-linked.
Proof. R7 contains K4 (vertices 1-4 in Figure 7) as a subgraph. Embed the
K4 in S
1. There is, up to symmetry, only one embedding of the K4 subgraph.
This embedding shown in Figure 8. Then consider the possible placement
of vertices a, b, and c. If any of the two of these vertices are in different
components of S1 − {1, 2, 3, 4}, they will form a 3-link with the 0-spheres
{1, 3} and {2, 4}. Now consider the case that all three vertices are in one
component of S1−{1, 2, 3, 4}. Let x denote the vertex of a, b, c that neighbors
both others. This vertex is adjacent to one of vertices 1, 2, 3, or 4. Thus
there is an edge ex,y for some y ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} that forms a non-split link with
the edge ew,z where w and z are the neighbors of x. Note also that y is an
endpoint of the non-split link formed by {1, 3} and {2, 4}. Then by Lemma




Figure 8: An embedding of vertices 1-4 of R7
One simple way to form intrinsically S1 3-linked graphs is by pasting
together two intrinsically S1 linked graphs at one vertex, forming a graph
with a cut vertex. The 3-link in the final graph will be composed of the
two 2-links in each of the component graphs. This will follow from Lemma
5.2. Because there are only two minor minimal intrinsically S1 linked graphs,
there are only a small number of ways to paste them together to get a minor
minimal intrinsically S1 3-linked graph.
Theorem 7.2. Let G be a graph formed by pasting together graphs A and
B, where A and B are each either a K4 or K3,2, at a vertex. The graph G is
intrinsically S1 3-linked.
Proof. Given an embedding of G in which the cut vertex is the endpoint of a
0-sphere in a link in both subembeddings of A and B, then G is 3-linked by
Lemma 5.2. Thus it will suffice to show that in every S1 embedding of K4
and K3,2, each vertex can be written as the endpoint of a 0-sphere in a link.
For K4, this follows immediately. For K3,2 it requires a little more work.
Let the vertices of the K3,2 be labeled as 1, 2, a, b, and c, where the lettered
vertices are adjacent to each of the numbered vertices. In each embedding of
this graph there is a link. There are two cases. First, suppose, without loss of
generality, that {1, a} and {2, b} form a link. It must be shown that c can be
written as the endpoint of a 0-sphere in a link. If c is on the same component
of S1−{2, b} as 1, then {c, a} (justified by (c, 1, a)) and {2, b} form a link. If
c is on the same component of S1−{2, b} as a, then {1, c} and {2, b} form a
link. For the second case, suppose, without loss of generality, that {1, a} and
{b, c} form a link. It must be shown that 2 can be written as the endpoint of
a 0-sphere in a link. If 2 is on the same component of S1 − {b, c} as 1, then
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{2, a} and {b, c} form a link. If 2 is on the same component of S1 − {b, c}
as a, then {1, 2} (justified by (1, a, 2)) and {b, c} form a link. Thus, we have
shown that every vertex of K3,2 in an S
1 embedding can be represented as
the end point of a link.
Further, these graphs are minor minimal. This will follow from Theorem
5.3:
Theorem 7.3. Each of the above graphs with a cut vertex is minor minimal
with respect to intrinsic S1 3-linking.
Proof. Let the G be the composite graph as defined in the previous theorem.
Consider any edge contraction, edge removal, or vertex removal performed
on G. Without loss of generality, performing any of those three operations
on G to obtain G′ is equivalent to performing the operation on A to produce
A′ and then pasting A′ and B to get G′. But because A is minor minimal
with respect to intrinsic S1 linking, A′ must have an S1 embedding without a
non-split link. Then, by Theorem 5.3, there exists a 3-linkless S1 embedding
of G′.
Now it just remains to show that these are the only minor minimal in-
trinsically S1 3-linked graphs that have a cut vertex. This will follow from
Lemma 5.2 and Theorem 5.3.
Theorem 7.4. If a graph G is minor minimal intrinsically S1 3-linked and
has a cut vertex v, then G is composed of two minor minimal intrinsically
S1 linked graphs pasted at v.
Proof. Denote the components of G − {v} as {Xi}ni=1. Then let Hi be the
subgraph of G such that Hi = G−
∑
k 6=i Xk. Note that each Hi is intrinsically
S1 linked; if Hi were not intrinsically linked, then by Theorem 5.3 G − Hi
is intrinsically S1 3-linked, which is a contradiction. Given that each Hi
is intrinsically S1 linked, any Hi and Hj form an intrinsically S
1 3-linked
graph by Lemma 5.2. Therefore, G must be precisely Hi q Hj because G
is minor minimal. Therefore G is composed of exactly two intrinsically S1
linked graphs, denoted H and H ′.
It remains to show that both H and H ′ are minor minimal with respect
to the intrinsic S1 linking property. For the sake of contradiction, assume
there is a minor, H̄ of H that is intrinsically S1 linked. Then consider the
graph formed by pasting H̄ and H ′ at a vertex. By Lemma 5.2 this graph
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is intrinsically S1 3-linked. But this graph is a minor of G, so this is a
contradiction.
We omit the proof of the following theorem because it is overly long and
tedious:
Theorem 7.5. The non-planar graphs shown in Figure 6 form the complete
set of non-planar minor minimal intrinsically S1 3-linked graphs.
8 n-Component Links in S1
Another property considered is intrinsic S1 n-linking. A graph G is intrin-
sically S1 n-linked if every S1 embedding of G contains a non-split link of
n-components. We will show that the graph Kn,n is intrinsically S
1 n-linked
for n ≥ 3.
Theorem 8.1. The graph Kn,n is intrinsically S
1 n-linked for all n ≥ 3
Lemma 8.2. Given an S1 embedding of Kn,n for some n > 3 such that
adjacent vertices a and b of Kn,n are not neighbors, if Kn−1,n−1 is intrinsically
(n− 1)-linked, then the 0-sphere {a, b} is a component of an n-link in the S1
embedding of Kn,n.
Proof. Consider an S1 embedding of Kn,n for some n > 3 such that adjacent
vertices a and b of Kn,n are not neighbors. Suppose that Kn−1,n−1 is intrinsi-
cally (n−1)-linked. Then, the S1 embedding of Kn−1,n−1 obtained by deleting
a and b from Kn,n has a non-split link of (n− 1)-components, denoted L. If
all of the components of L lie in the same component of S1 − {a, b}, then a
and b are neighbors. As a and b are not neighbors, this is a contradiction.
Then there is a component of L that is non-split linked with {a, b}. Thus the
0-sphere {a, b} is a component of an n-component link in the S1 embedding
of Kn,n.
Proof. (Of Theorem 8.1) We will prove by induction for n ≥ 3.
For the base case, let n = 3. Up to symmetry, there are three distinct S1
embeddings of K3,3. As there exists a 3-link in each of these S
1 embeddings,
as seen in Figure 9, K3,3 is intrinsically S
1 3-linked.
For our induction step, given n > 3, we will assume that Kn−1,n−1 is





















Figure 9: The three S1 embeddings of K3,3, up to symmetry
Consider an arbitrary S1 embedding of Kn,n. As each vertex in Kn,n has
degree n, where n ≥ 3, each vertex is adjacent to at least one non-neighboring
vertex. Then, consider adjacent non-neighboring vertices a and b. By Lemma
8.2, as Kn−1,n−1 is intrinsically S
1 (n − 1)-linked (by our assumption), the
0-sphere {a, b} is a component of an n-component link in the S1 embedding
of Kn,n. As this was an arbitrary S
1 embedding of Kn,n, every S
1 embedding
contains a non-split link of n-components. Therefore, Kn,n is intrinsically S
1
n-linked.
By the principle of mathematical induction, as our base case and induc-
tion step are true, Kn,n is intrinsically S
1 n-linked for all n ≥ 3.
9 Intrinsically Pairwise Non-Split S1 3-Linked
Graphs
A pairwise non-split 3-link is a three component link in which each compo-
nent of the link is non-split linked with each of the other two components.
In [6], Flapan et al. describe a graph that is intrinsically pairwise non-split
3-linked in space. In this section we are concerned with graphs that are pair-
wise non-split 3-linked in S1. We will prove that the graphs K6 and K4,3
are intrinsically pairwise non-split S1 3-linked. From this, we will show that
the graphs of the Petersen Family are all intrinsically pairwise non-split S1
3-linked. Finally, using this result we show that intrinsically linked in space
implies pairwise non-split 3-linked in S1. Note that the converse is not true.
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For example, the graph K4,3, a subgraph of K3,3,1 is intrinsically pairwise
nonsplit S1 3-linked but not intrinsically linked in space.
Theorem 9.1. The graph K6 is intrinsically pairwise non-split S
1 3-linked.
Proof. There is only one distinct S1 embedding of K6, as seen in Figure 10.
There is a pairwise non-split 3-link in this embedding. Thus, in every S1
embedding there is a pairwise non-split 3-link. So K6 is intrinsically pairwise
non-split S1 3-linked.
Figure 10: The S1 embedding of K6
Not only is K6 intrinsically pairwise non-split S
1 3-linked, but it is also
minor minimal with respect to this property. The proof is simple and we will
omit it.
Theorem 9.2. The graph K4,3 is intrinsically pairwise non-split S
1 3-linked.
Proof. Label the vertices of K4,3 such that each of the vertices 1,3,5 and 7
are adjacent to each of 2,4, and 6. Consider the S1 embeddings possible.
There are four cases up to symmetry. Refer to Figure 11. In the first case,
S1 embed K4,3 as in Figure 11(a). The 0-spheres {1, 4} , {2, 5}, and {3, 6}
form a pairwise non-split S1 3-link. In the second case, S1 embed K4,3 as in
Figure 11(b). The 0-spheres {4, 7}, {2, 5}, and {1, 3} (justified by (1,6,3))
form a pairwise non-split S1 3-link. In the third case, S1 embed K4,3 as in
as in Figure 11(c). The 0-spheres {1, 6}, {2, 5}, and {4, 7} form a pairwise
non-split S1 3-link. In the final case, S1 embed K4,3 as in as in Figure 11(d).
The 0-spheres {1, 6}, {2, 5}, and {4, 7} form a pairwise non-split S1 3-link.
In every case there is a pairwise non-split S1 3-link. Thus, K4,3 is intrinsically































Figure 11: Four S1 embeddings of K4,3
As K3,3,1 is a supergraph of K4,3, K3,3,1 is intrinsically pairwise non-split
S1 3-linked. Now that we have that K6 and K3,3,1 are intrinsically pairwise
non-split 3-linked, we are concerned with creating a larger set of graphs with
the same property. Indeed, the operation 4 − Y exchange preserves the
intrinsic pairwise non-split S1 3-linking property; the proof follows similarly
to that of Theorem 4.1. With that, the next theorem follows simply:
Theorem 9.3. The graphs of the Petersen Family are all intrinsically pair-
wise non-split S1 3-linked.
Corollary 9.4. If a graph G is intrinsically linked in space, then it is in-
trinsically pairwise non-split 3-linked in S1.
Proof. Let G be a graph that is intrinsically linked in space. Then, as the
Petersen Family of graphs forms the complete minor minimal set of graphs
that are intrinsically S3 linked, G contains a Petersen graph as a minor. Note
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that any supergraph of a graph with a certain linking property will have that
same property. Then, as G contains a Petersen graph, which is intrinsically
pairwise non-split S1 3-linked by the previous theorem, as a minor, G is
intrinsically pairwise non-split S1 3-linked.
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